152 W. Cedar Street, Sequim, WA 98382
(360) 683-4139 FAX (360) 681-3448

Coffee with the Mayor Recap
Date: May 18, 2017

Topic
North 7th radar signs
Speed limit on Priest Road
Paving on Sequim Ave and why is it
being allowed to deteriorate.

ADA compliance on new
businesses
No parking sign at Catholic
Church
Scotch broom

Disabled parking

Operational Issues
Resolution/Action/Notes

North 7th radar signs moved, had input regarding a 4 way stop at 7th and
Fir plus maybe installing a speed table.
Why is the speed limit on Priest Rd 25 MPH? Going north on Priest Rd is
downhill and requires constant breaking to maintain that speed.
David Garlington explained how the planning and evaluation for street
repair works. He also talked about the damage that had been done as a
result of the winter weather with the freeze and thaw and a repeat of
same for many weeks. That type of weather really damages the
pavement.
When an individual business gets a permit for a new business; are they
required to verify that their business entrance is ADA compliant?
East Maple street on the South side just past the Catholic Church there is a
sign that says "no church parking beyond this point." Who does the sign
belong to and can they do this? This is not a City sign.
What is the City was doing about clearing out the scotch broom? Not only
cleaning it out but providing a way to dispose of the cuttings. She was
told that the City did not have a "scotch broom" plan and that if it was
on City right-of-way, the City could take action; if on private property we
really cannot do much but make the citizens aware of the problems of
letting it grow.
A question came up about enforcement of the handicap parking spaces. If
someone is seen parking in a handicap slot with a valid "sticker" but the
person driving seems to be using the vehicle of the one who is qualified
but they are not--what can be done.

Speeding

David explained that the speed radar signs had been moved from N 7th to
Silberhorn in response to complaints about speeding in the South 7th and
Silberhorn area. Folks from that area were happy and the North 7th folks
were not. Some discussion about getting more of these signs plus maybe
solar powered one.

Disabled parking at Civic Center

A gentlemen was concerned that there is a grate in the area where the
handicap parking is at the Civic Center. He indicated that the grate was
right were a citizen walking with a cane might put the cane through the
grate.
The issue of parking on Rhoedefer near the exit from Haller
Fields. Folks believe there needs to be more signs indicating where the no
parking is and also more enforcement when there are events there.

Parking on Rhodefer

City of Sequim Business Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Website: www.sequimwa.gov

Graffiti

A citizen complained that on the
way to this meeting he went east
on Spruce. He said that between
2nd Avenue and Sequim Avenue
there was a house being torn down
and he was certain that there was
someone burning garbage in the
back of that lot.
New store opening

There are some barriers between the Goodwill parking lot and Rite Aid to
prevent cars from going between those parking lots. Seems there has
been some graffiti sprayed on there more than once. Not sure how that
issue can be stopped.

Burning is prohibited in the city limits. Report violations to Clallam
County Fire District #3 at (360)683-4242.

One person wanted to pass on that the new Coastal store was now open.
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